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ABSTRACT 

 

 The Skin detection is a computerize method of locating the Skin in the digital image. 
It is an important challenge to locate skin from uncontrolled and indistinguishable 
background of the digital image. This paper presents comparison between GIE and 
without GIE based human skin detection from the colored images. Skin color 
segmentation is used for localizations of skin colored components in the digital image. 
After seeing the result of skin detection with and without GIE based methods, we can 
conclude that both techniques give us the approximate same results in skin detection but 
in HSV domain without GIE based method gives better results as compared to GIE based 
method. But it’s not true for all cases; it depends upon the quality of acquired images. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Skin detection is considered very important skill in the field of digital image 
processing. Skin detection provides the foundation of many applications in different 
fields of science [1]. Skin detection is used in electronics and robotic based applications. 
In medical field, skin detection also plays an important role [1][2]. Through skin 
detection we can diagnose the different types of skin diseases [2]. The researchers know 
the importance of this topic very well, so they do a lot of work on this topic in past few 
years[3][4]. We are unable to discuss all work which is done in the past few years in this 
article [5]. 
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 In others work article their main work is to find out skin regions in an image. They 
use HSV & YCbCr techniques & is based on threshold value of every component of 
corresponding color space. Converting of color images from RGB to HSV is time 
consuming process. Cartesian coordinate system is transformed into Polar coordinate 
system. In YCbCr color space, separation & color transform is easy as compared to HSI 
& HSV plus this is more effective. So they concluded that YCbCr color space can be 
applied for complex color images with uneven illumination [6]. Some researchers 
concern was on RGB, YCbCr & HSI. They compared the algorithms on color spaces & 
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then combined them to get high accuracy results. YCbCr & HIS are efficient than RGB to 
get skin region. They concluded that both didn’t gave good results. It was efficient in 
classifying skin color region & face region. Accuracy of proposed algorithm was 95.18% 
[7]. Other people also worked on this and used techniques using skin color information in 
visual spectrum for 2D images. In their paper they reviewed critical issues for skin 
detection. Choice of appropriate color space, skin-color modelling & classification 
techniques, color constancy & dynamic adaptation approaches. For improving accuracy 
of classifiers other than features such as shape, spatial & motion information can be used. 
Building accurate classifier which can detect all skin types is still an unsolved problem 
[8]. Others use CBIR (Color Based Image Retrieval) technique. By this technique, Image 
tiling and the relation between pixel & neighbors, feature vector will be defined then in 
training step, skin would be detected. They concluded that their method can be used in 
many visual multi class classification cases. The approach to image background can be 
decreased for few types of skin, also this issue can be solved by training step 
improvement. Their propose benefits were: Low time complexity, Low computational 
complexity, high accuracy of all kinds of skin, capabilities of skin type’s classification 
[9].  Other people showed their concern on this and uses TSL color space, initial filter. 
They concluded that better results are gained when calibration is done. High observation 
level can manage the problem [10]. 
 

3. ALGORITHM  
 

 In this article we use Hue- Saturation – Value (HSV) algorithms with two different 
techniques for skin detection . We also compare the result of both techniques to find out 
that which one is going to be the best. 
 

 Skin detection by using without GIE based method . 
 Skin detection by using GIE based method. 

 
3.1 Skin Detection by using without GIE based Method 
 On the very first step, we take a RGB image and plot the histogram. We also find the 
probability and PDF of gray scale image. 
 

 There are four basic steps of skin detection by using without GIE based method. 
These are followings: 
 

1. Acquire the image    
2. Find HSV.  
3. Do morphological operations on it. 
4. Skin detection.  

 
3.1.1 Acquire the Image 
 On a very first step we take a RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) image [8]. Now we plot 
the histogram, PDF and Probability of acquire image and then convert into HSV.   
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Fig. 1: Original Image  

  

 
Fig. 2: Histogram, Probability and PDF of Gray Levels 

 
3.1.2 Find HSV Component 
 Hue Saturation value (HSV) in the color space is represented in cylindrical form. 
Because of the reddish shaded quality of the human face and skin detection, HSV is more 
reliable [9]. Now we set the HSV value to find out the Hue component of this image. 
HSV values that are used in this article are (HSV(:,:,1) > = 1.50 | HSV(:,:,1) < = 0.10) & 
(HSV(:,:,2) > = .08 & HSV(:,:,2) < = 0.60) & (HSV (:,:,3) > = .08 | HSV (:,:,3) < = 0.28)   
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Fig. 3: HSV of Original Image   

 

 
Fig. 4: HSV Components of Original Image 

 
3.1.3. Morphological Operations 
 Now we perform Morphological Operations on this image by using disk shape. The 
morphological operations are:  
 

 Morphological opening   
 Morphological closing    

 

 
Fig. 5: Morphological Operations 
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3.1.4 Skin Detection 
 

Now we can detect a skin. We detect a skin of Red, green and blue image separately. 
  

 
Fig. 6: Skin Detection in RGB Components 

 
 Then at a final step we add the Red, Green and Blue images to find the final image of 
skin detection.  
 

 
Fig. 7: Skin Detection using without GIE Method 

 
3.2 Skin Detection by using GIE based Method 
 There are five basic steps of skin detection by using GIE based method [8]. These are 
followings:   

1. Acquire the image    
2. Perform equalization  
3. Find HSV of equalized image  
4. Use morphological operations  
5. Skin Detection  
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3.2.1 Acquire the Image  
 In first step we read the RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) image [8]. After acquiring the 
image we calculate the histogram, PDF and Probability of gray levels. 
 
3.2.2 Equalization  
 Now we equalized the original acquire image. Then find the histogram, probabilities 
of gray levels and PDF of equalized image as shown in figure 10.  
 

 
Fig. 7: Original Image 

 

 
Fig. 8: Histogram, Probability and PDF of Original Image 
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Fig. 9: Equalized Histogram Image 

 
Fig. 10: Histogram, Probability and PDF of GIE Image 

 
3.2.3 Find the HSV Components 
 

 Now we find the hue component of equalized image. The vales of hue component can 
very image to image. In this article we consider the following values: (HSV(:,:,1)  
> = 1.50 | HSV(:,:,1) < = 0.10) & (HSV(:,:,2) > = .08 & HSV (:,:,2) < = 0.60) & 
(HSV(:,:,3) > = .08 | HSV(:,:,3) < = 0.28)    
 

 
Fig. 11: HSV of EH Image 
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3.2.4 Morphological Operations 
 

 We can perform morphological opening and closing operation on images by using 
different types of shapes [13] [14]. In opening and closing operation we combine the 
same type of pixel by using different types of shapes. The shapes which we can be used 
to combine pixel are: disk, diamond, arbitrary, ball, line, square etc [15]. But in this 
article we use disk shape for image with radius 3.  
 

 
Fig. 12: Morphological Operations 

 
3.2.5 Skin Detection  
 

 After morphological operations we are able to detect the skin as shown in figure 13 
and 14. The figure 13 shows that the skin detection in red, green and blue components 
separately.  And the figure 14 shows the resultant image of skin detection using GIE 
based method  
 

 
Fig. 13: Skin Detection in RBG using GIE  
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Fig. 14: Skin Detection in GIE based method 

 
4. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION 

 

 In this article figure 16 and 17 shows the difference between both without GIE based 
and GIE based method. After seeing the result of skin detection with and without GIE 
based methods, we can conclude that both techniques give us the approximate same 
results in skin detection but in HSV domain without GIE based method gives better 
results as compared to GIE based method. But it’s not true for all cases; it depends upon 
the acquired image quality. 
 

 
Fig. 16: Comparison between without GIE and with GIE based Methods 
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Fig. 17: Skin Detection using GIE and without GIE based methods 
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